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mourning, its ceremonial and music, its fatalism, its
reticence as to a Divine Ruler, its lack of deep sentiment.
Mo-tse was utilitarian in his desire to see the poor
helped in their need; but he stands out also as the great
idealist who saw in benevolence to all men everywhere
a panacea. He believed that the world is ruled by a loving
God, and that man ought to be as loving. His Universal
Love is a book to which China is at last looking with
serious eyes, and its fifty-three articles are packed with
practical wisdom and shrewd insight. 'Let us look at
history,' he says, 'and realize that the great Sage-Kings—
men like T'ang the Restorer and Wu—changed the
destinies of the state.' They made history. They refused
to let it make them.
This is the test of pragmatism: Did a principle work
in the past? To this he adds two others: Does it work
now ? Will it work in the long run ? A principle then is to
be based on the conduct of dead sages, on the judgement
of the masses, on the practical effects which follow its
application.
Like K'ung Fu-tse, he spoke of the Will of Heaven,
but made much more of it. 'The Will of Heaven is to me
like compass and square. The wheelwright uses the one,
and the carpenter the other. I measure by a more perfect
standard. The Will of Heaven is to love all people every-
where, for it is all-inclusive and impartial in its activity,
untiring in its providence.' This is like the Sermon on
the Mount, but Meng-tse and others felt it to be a very
dangerous doctrine, destructive of the intense love of
family and dan and nation.
Like Lao-tse, Mo-tse is something of an anarchist; yet
he bases his teachings upon a close study of Nature, and
his ethic is therefore spontaneous. 'Nothing else has
worked or will work,* he seems to say, *why not try love?7
He applied laboratory methods to philosophy, and a
strenuous note is given to his romantic ethic by the call to
work. Let men work as Yu did—then they will prosper.
Let them be thrifty, and they will not be poor. Clothing

